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Business Change - The IT reality

Time

IT’s capability to deliver
• Flat to modest increase in budget
• Manual processes
• Disparate tools/point solutions
• Silo’d organizations

Expectations
on IT

Technology demands
• Modern, flexible architecture
• Service migrations and upgrades
• IT automation and consolidation
• Security

Business demands
• Agility, alignment and availability
• Business intelligence
• Mergers and acquisitions
• Regulatory compliance

There’s a growing gap between the demands placed on IT
and IT’s ability to deliver

Versus

IT knows that if left alone, systems and applications (& the associated services) will normally
not fail. It is change that causes problems, up to 80% of service failures are down to changes
implemented by IT. The problem is that Business is constantly demanding change in IT to
satisfy changes imposed on it by Compliance/Regulatory requirements, markets, M&A, etc.

As a result IT often struggles to keep up, or be responsive in a timely (to the Business)
manner, especially if it hasn’t automated IT, ie the processes, the event management, the
response to failure, and so on, across the whole of IT, not just parts of it, and also across the
Silos.
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IT tradeoffs put the business at risk

Quality

23% will decrease quality and
testing of an IT project
to prevent a delay*

Cost

70% of IT budgets go to ongoing

operations and maintenance**

Time
48% report a quarter or more of

IT projects are delivered late*

Risk

Time

Cost Quality

57% report up to half of IT initiatives failed to deliver intended positive

business outcomes over the past three years*

* Survey by the Economist Intelligence Unit of 1,125 IT professionals based in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Asia-Pacific June 2007

** Forrester Research, 2007 Enterprise IT Budget Outlook: North America February 8, 2007

Thus, IT has to trade-off the various factors of Time, Cost & Quality in order to
minimise/mitigate Risk to business. In a survey run by the Economist Intelligence Unit, nearly
half said that at least a quarter of their IT projects are delivered late, nearly a quarter will
decrease quality and testing of an IT project in order to prevent a delay, i.e. meet the original
timelines, despite the fact that the Design, architecting and development phases overran.

Forrester found that typically nearly three-quarters (70%) of IT budgets was spent simply on
keeping the current “show on the road”, leaving only just over a quarter left for innovation,
which includes responding to the Business’s demand for change.

A global study has been carried out by Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) to determine the
pain points of IT. This study was carried out 3rd time in a row.

1.125 Participants
550 EMEA, 275 Americas, 300 APAC

Targeted Audience
CIO, IT-Directors, IT-Decider

Size of companies
Revenue > 500 M$

Cooperation
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) and HP Software
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Service Management
An architectural journey

Role of the
IT Function

Strategic
Partner

Service
Provider

Technology
Provider

Time

Focus: Quality and Efficiency of IT Processes
• IT is a service provider
• IT is separable from business
• IT budgets as expenses to control

Focus: Business-IT Alignment & Integration
• Service Mgmt for Business & Technology
• Automated and Integrated Operations
• Strategy and Portfolio Governance
• Continuous ImprovementIT Service

Management

IT Infrastructure
Management

Service Management

Focus: Stability and Control of the Infrastructure
• IT are technical experts
• IT concerned with minimizing business disruption
• IT budgets are driven by external benchmarks

ITIL v2

ITIL v3

GITIM (ITIL v1)

+

Over the last decade, we have seen a radical change in the way the IT organization operates. This
change has been mainly driven by the need for the IT organization to deliver concrete value to the
business.

At the beginning of time was IT as a Technology Provider, the focus was on Stability and Cost
Control….It was the era of IT Infrastructure Management… IT were technical experts etc…

Then came IT as a Service Provider and the era of IT Service Management. The focus was on Supply
and Demand and in particular the positioning of IT as a service provider…OLAs and SLAs starting
flourishing inside the enterprise…and IT was perceived as a cost center, an expense to control….
Although I used the past tense, this is very most of our customers are with different degree of maturity.

The next step in the maturity spectrum is to move from a Service Provider to a Strategic Partner, that is
that IT becomes a fundamental differentiator for business growth. IT extends beyond its role of service
provider by becoming an enabler for new business creation (e-commerce) or for better ways of doing
business (RFID). Here IT budgets are driven by business strategy….

ITIL has also been part of this journey. As mentioned before, ITIL v2 was very operations focused, and
HP embraced ITIL as a best practice for running operations. We developed our reference model to
supplement ITIL v2, and continue to help customers implement ITIL v2 processes. With the introduction
of ITIL v3, we see much of our learnings included in the new standard. Much of what HP has included in
the reference model, will be used in ITIL v3, which should not be a big surprise since HP is a major
contributor to ITIL v3. We see ITIL v3 as extending the scope of ITIL, embracing both IT and Business
service management, linking strategy, applications and operations in a similar way to our BTO initiative.
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Real-world Enterprise Computing

Source: Gartner

This is still representative of IT and the relationships and dependencies
between the various components that have built up over time. It is this
“spaghetti” that is already difficult to maintain, understand and remember
the relationship & dependencies between each of them which therefore
makes impact analysis very difficult, if not impossible to do in an
automated fashion. Thus, even authorised changes can bring down a
critical service – which means that it is very, very difficult for IT to provide
the flexibility and agility that Business needs to meet its ongoing demands
for change.
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ICTICT
InfrastructureInfrastructure
ManagementManagement

ApplicationApplication
ManagementManagement

SecuritySecurity
ManagementManagement

Software AssetSoftware Asset
ManagementManagement

ITIL v2 – Process is King!

Continual Service
Improvement

ITIL

ServiceService
Strategy

Service
Operation

Service
Design

Service
Design

Service
Transition

ITIL v3 – Service is King!

With ITIL v2, Service is fairly key, it was not the entire focus as it is with v3.
All the publications have “Service” in the title

Setting the scene (middle) is Service Strategy, laying out guidelines for the IT
organization, how to deliver value, which service portfolios to offer, etc.

Service Design – translates strategic plans and objectives into designs and
specifications ready to be built.

Service Transition – takes the IT service design and implements it into the
production environment.

Service Operation – management of the IT services on a day-to-day basis

Continual Service Improvement – ensuring that the IT service meets it’s service
level objectives over-time; ensuring that the overall IT Service Management
implementation is able to support the needs of the IT services and their
customers – and that improvement/corrections are made as required. Each of the
life-cycle stages is subject to Continual Service Improvement.

Up to this point, we have defined the Core ITIL V3 publications.
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ITIL v3 Definition: General service
A means of delivering value to Customers by facilitating
Outcomes Customers want to achieve without the
ownership of specific Costs and Risks

OGC, 2007
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ITIL v3 Definition: IT Service
A Service provided to one or more Customers by an IT
Service Provider. An IT Service is based on the use of
Information Technology and supports the Customer's
Business Processes. An IT Service is made up from a
combination of people, Processes and technology and
should be defined in a Service Level Agreement.

OGC, 2007
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IT Resource
Network

IT Resource
Storage

IT Resource
Server

IT Resource
Network

IT Resource
Storage

IT Resource
Server

Business Services Management
Managing via layers of Services

Application EApplication D

Application BApplication A Application C

Infrastructure
Service Model

Application Service
Model

Business Service
Model

Configuration

Business
Service 1

Configuration

IT Service A IT Service B
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With Business Service Management, which usually requires an approach such as
ITIL, various layers of service are created, monitored and managed. Each layer
includes components that are combined to provide a “service in the layer above.
Even the Business Service Model components are composed into one or more
Business Processes, as we’ll see on the next slide.

One of the things you're trying to do with service-oriented architecture is avoid
complexity, not have 30 different services that more or less do the same thing.
You're trying to get reuse. With a thousand services, the likelihood of any reuse is
virtually zero.

Just having services doesn't mean you have a service-oriented architecture. It's
not about the number of services you have. It's the number of ways you use the
services you already have

It's not about the number of services you have. It's the number of ways you use
the services you already have. That's really what defines service-oriented
architecture in many ways. And that's a subtlety lost on a lot of people. It's not the
services, it's the reuse of services that's really the value. The fact that you're
sharing a resource across the organization is the value of service-oriented
architectures
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CRM Application

CRM
Database

Claims
Handling
System

Claims
Database

Settlement
Application

Settlement
Database

Business Process –
Building a Process from Business & IT services

Configurat
ion

Business
Service 1

Configurat
ion

IT Service
A

IT Service
B

Configurat
ion

Business
Service 1

Configurat
ion

IT Service
A

IT Service
B

Configuration

Business
Service 1

Configuration

IT Service A IT Service B

IT Service A

Here is a typical Claims Request (business) process, which as you can see is
actually made up of more than one Business Service, e.g. CRM, Claims Handling
system, and so on.
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Service Consumer & Provider

Service Consumer

Interface Proxy

Service
Interface

Service Implementation (e.g. C++, Java,
COBOL, Ethernet, VPNs, DCOM, VB, etc)

New Service

Wrapped
Legacy

Composite
Service

Service Provider

IT Service: OS, iSCSI, FC, TCP/IP,
APIs, etc

Web Service: WSDL, IDL, etc

For every service, there are (at least) 2 participants – the provider and the
consumer. There is also a “service” interface defined which details how
the service may be requested, what data is required/expected with the
request, what functionality will be performed on that data, and what data
will be returned on completion.

With today’s IT services, this service interface is different for each
“resource” or “service” type. Thus the abstraction level for these IT
services is t the technology level, e.g. storage, servers and their OS, APIs
for applications. Therefore, in order to compose IT Services into Business
Services, and hence into Business Processes requires knowledge of the
different interfaces, which leads to complex and time-consuming
integration effort.

With SOA, the service interface is the same irrespective of the service
type. Thus SOA provides an abstraction layer at the service level, which
facilitates the composing of IT Services into Business Services, and hence
into Business Processes using the same interface definition throughout.
This enables the Business to compose/change Business Process without
needing to know the underlying “delivery” technology.
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Consumer & Provider Interaction

Service Platform

Service Contract

Service
Registry/Lookup

Service
Proxies/Stubs

Service
Contracts

Service-Level
Security

Service-Level
Management

Service-Level
Data Model

Multi-language
bindings

Service-Level
Comm Model

Service-Level
QoS

SLA

Service Provider
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As with all services, there exists a contract between the consumer and
provider, even if it is implied, e.g. best efforts. This contract will include the
definition of availability requirements (e.g. hours of the day/week/year) as
well as the capacity/demand that the consumer will place on the service,
or that the provider can cope with. This is usually articulated and
measured through the use of an SLA.
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Consumer & Providers –
Contracts, SLAs & SLOs

CRM Application

CRM
Database

Claims
Handling
System

Claims
Database

Settlement
Application

Settlement
Database

Configura
tion

Business
Service 1

Configura
tion

IT
Service A

IT
Service B

Configura
tion

Business
Service 1

Configura
tion

IT
Service A

IT
Service B

Configuratio
n

Business
Service 1

Configuratio
n

IT Service A IT Service B

IT Service A

SLA

SLA
SLO

The SLA between the Consumer and the Provider exists for all the “levels” of
service, IT Infrastructure, Application, Business Service and Business process.
The difference between them is only who the Consumer and Provider is, although
typically they are both in IT at the Infrastructure and Application level, and include
the business or external consumers at the Business Service or Process level. If
all the Consumers and providers are within the same organisation, then the
adherence to the SLAs tends to be less than if any of them are external. Also, the
SLAs for any service generally become SLOs for the service layer above.

With an SOA, it is very important that SLAs are strictly defined, monitored and
measured as the Provider may not know the Consumer directly, especially when
the service is used in “higher level” services that the Provider never envisaged
when he created his service.
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ITILv3 and the business (and SOA?)

SOA benefits and ITILv3
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ITILv3 and the business (and SOA?)

SOA require business alignment

ITILv3 facilitate business alignment

ITILv3 and SOA transformation (technical/organizational)
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Business & IT’s interaction

Business

IT CIO

CEO

SAN Network Clients PrintingApplicationsCPU

Integration Layer

Lines of Business

Design, Development, Ops, Support,

Business Analysts
Business (Process)

Requirements

IT Services
(supporting Business

Processes)

Business Process #1

North
America

Latin America Asia Business Unit
#1

Business Unit
#2

Business Unit
#3

EMEA

Business Process #2

Consumer Client Segment

Commercial Client Segment

Business

The typical relationship between the Business and IT, is “us and them”. One is led by the
CEO and the other by the CIO. Business requirements are usually “lobbed” over the wall
between them for IT to somehow deliver a service against the often not too detailed or
specific requirements. This would not be so bad if it was simply between the CEO and the
CIO, but the reality is that there are usually multiple Lines of Business generating quite
different and disparate requirements, and there are various people in IT that need these
requirements sorting/aligning with their specific areas. That is why Business Analysts are
recommended to act as the interface between the two to ensure that the requirements are
detailed and specific enough and that IT delivers on against them.

Today however, in order to deliver agility to the business IT needs to provide abstracted
services with a (preferably) common service interface so that they can be easily composed
with little or no integration effort to execute Business processes. Equally, though Business
has to define its Business processes in reusable “chunks” that can be applied to multiple
Business Processes, across each of the regions, Business Units and customer markets. That
is SOA not only enables Business & IT Alignment, but actually requires it for it all to be truly
successful.
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Change as key challenge

Agenda

ITILv3

ITILv3 and the business (and SOA?)

SOA benefits and ITILv3

Conclusion

SOA benefits and ITILv3

Business benefits

Technical benefits

Architectural benefits
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What are the perceived benefits of
SOA?

What do you believe to be the theoretical benefits to the IT
department and enterprise of adopting SOA, if any?

Computer Business Review and Datamonitor ran a survey across a number of companies
and asked the following questions. First, they asked what benefits they expected to get from
adopting SOA, and they top 4 were:

Reduced cost

Increased IT flexibility

Increased Business agility

Improved integration between systems or applications
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What are the actual benefits achieved
with SOA?
In areas where your company has already adopted a service-oriented approach, if

any what have been the actual benefits experienced from that approach?

They then asked what were the actual benefits achieved by those that had already adopted
SOA, and the top 4 were:

Reduced cost

Increased IT flexibility

Increased Business agility

Improved integration between systems or applications

Which is good news for those adopting SOA, but also is probably a first in the IT industry,
whereby the benefits promised by a new technology have actually been achieved!
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Business value propositions for SOA
adoption

• Comply with national law
• Comply with international law
• Comply with specific industry regulations

Regulatory compliance

• business process and operations transparencyLower risk

•Business value chain integration
•Efficient collaboration with business partners

Business flexibility

• Increased sensitivity and responsiveness to market
developments (Business/IT integration)

• Reduced time-to-market
• Innovation (process, product, service)

Business agility

• Eliminate duplication across people, process and
technology

• Facilitate reuse
• Improve resource utilization

Reduced cost

• Integrate legacy systems (avoid rip-and-replace)
• Enable mergers and acquisition integrations

Integration

Key business drivers
Business value
proposition

So, what are the typical key value propositions businesses identify as desirable enough to
implement SOA. Well, there are a few.

I think the key ongoing requirements are related to business agility – the capability to be truly
market driven in the way you run a business. As innovation today is a key competitive
differentiator, IT needs to enable this in new and better ways – hence SOA is the only viable
architectural approach that actually can deliver this today.

But beware! Even though this slide lists “Business value you get from implementing SOA”,
this is a challenge far more complex than the technology itself, as we said earlier. In order to
take advantage of SOA, People and Processes (IT and business) needs to change as well.
This could be the iceberg that sank the Titanic – unless we are prepared for it. ITIL helps us
prepare.
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ITIL & SOA - IT benefits

With respect to IT, these are the benefits & goals
that ITIL & SOA bring:

• ITIL

−Enables IT to consistently deliver services within the
agreed SLAs across the enterprise.

• SOA –

−Enables IT to consistently deliver loosely-coupled,
reusable services within the agreed SLAs across the
enterprise.

A
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Defining an SOA Transformation Vision

Business
Scale

Business
Interoperability

Maximum
Efficiency

Agility

Scalability

Business
Efficiency

For a transformation of a business to be successful, then Agility and Scalability are key
success factors. This is particularly true for an SOA transformation, where extra effort is
required to implement applications, business processes, etc as discrete services, which can
then be combined in any order to create new business processes, etc
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The Shared Service Divide

Initial SOA
Deployment

Enterprise
SOA
Deployment

Integration

What’s
Needed?

What’s
Needed?

Well
Understood
Problem

New processes for
governance, quality and management

Incorporating SOA processes into
IT management

The Enterprise Scalability Divide

Focusing on the right SOA issues
Moving past integration to SOA transformation

Reliable messaging
routing

Transformations
protocol mediation

For SOA, the transformation journey typically starts with the need to provide “simple”
integration between systems, applications and subsequently business processes. This is a
fairly well understood problem, and usually involves abstracting the integration interface, but
is still done point to point with regards to data exchange, and processing.

To transition to a true SOA, then the services need to be shared, and this introduces a raft of
new issues, such as Governance, Quality & Management, for which (new) processes must be
put in place before the services are shared (not afterwards as this rarely works and the
problems simply mount up to take on even larger consequences when they are addressed).

The next step on the journey requires SOA to become mainstream, ie SOA becomes BAU.
And for this, you must have IT fully automated with regards to its processes, event
management, response to failure, etc. The best way to do this is to merge it into the ITSM
(ITIL) processes that already exist (following an ITIL transformation).
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Service-
oriented
Architecture

Service-
oriented
Infrastructure

IT Efficiency

Service
Management

Business Scale

Business
Interoperability

Complete SOA Transformation Requires Adoption
on all Dimensions

Agility

Scalability

Business Efficiency

Ad hoc

Basic

Standardized

Adaptive

Adaptive

Compartmentalized Standardized Optimized Service-oriented Adaptive

Demand and
Portfolios

Business Process
and IT Services

Change and
Configurations

IT Assets,
Infrastructure

Service Desk
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Technical
catalog

ITILv3 Service Design – core workflow

Service Catalog
Management

Service Level
Management

Capacity
Management

Availability
Management

IT Service
Continuity

Management

Information
Security

Management

Supplier
Management

Business
catalog

Service portfolio

Retired
services

Service
catalog

Service
pipeline

Analyze Design Evaluate ?

Develop

Procure

Service Design
Package

Enterprise
Architecture

Business
Capacity

Service
Capacity

Component
Capacity

CMIS

COBIT

Business
Availability

Service
Availability

AMIS

SMIS

S&CDCMS

Reuse

Service
Strategy

Service
Design

Service
Transition

This is a simplified illustration of the Service design workflow. Service design is the second
stage in the ITIL Service Lifecycle.

So, looking at the ITILv3 Service Design process, where is it we can influence a key SOA
performance indicator: REUSE?

If you imagine hundreds of projects in the pipeline building business services passing through
Service Design in sequence or in parallel. This slide aims at outlining which processes and
supporting systems need to be involved. The complexity becomes phenomenal, but this is
exactly what the ITIL Service design best practices are aimed at sorting out.

The fundamental question boils down to three options: Build, Reuse or Procure a given
service.

SOA has the potential to significantly reduce complexity in this workflow, depending on how
much standardization we achieve in the various phases. A well integrated workflow around
SOA will eventually also help us to make our decision faster and more accurate. This will in
turn allow us to harvest another key value from SOA: Reduced TIME TO MARKET. However,
this will need to happen across the Service Transition process that eventually deploy the
service into production.

Note that the Service design processes often distinguish between Business and technical
capacity, availability etc. This is also important when you consider the organizational changes
that has to happen in order to take full advantage of SOA.

We have also added Enterprise Architecture as a discipline embedded in ITILv3 along with
COBIT and several blank processes (that can be any necessary other input).
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Service-oriented
Architecture

Service-oriented
Infrastructure

Business Scale

Business
Interoperability

Agility

Scalability

ITIL v3 Processes and Best Practices for
Successful End-to-end SOA Transformations

SOA Architecture
Processes

SOA Governance &
Quality Processes

IT Service Management
Processes

ITIL and SOA

Nothing special about SOA – SOA exacerbates the issues that IT is already facing
(exaggerating your need to deploy ITIL – Faster ITIL with SOA)

Is it possible to successfully deploy SOA if you do not have control (ITIL)?

ITIL is a requirement to deliver agility and to align business in order to exploit SOA
benefits.

Point out the interface(s) between ITILv3/SOA Governance

How ITIL enable organizational change in order to reap SOA benefits
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Server Virtualization

Storage Virtualization

SOA

35% 34% 17% 10%

15% 20% 27% 17% 12% 9%

ITSM Experienced

ITSM Inexperienced

39% 27% 21% 10%

18% 17% 24% 17% 13% 10%

ITSM Experienced

ITSM Inexperienced

25% 34% 20% 10% 6% 6%

11% 22% 17% 23% 12% 15%

ITSM Experienced

ITSM Inexperienced

Currently in General Operational use for many major applications

Currently in Pilot or Limited Operational Use

Evaluating for use in next 12 Months

Familiar with. Plans to evaluate in next 1-3 years

Rejected. Not planning to evaluate

Not familiar

Source: Summit Strategies, Inc

Service Management is Fundamental

As part of “automating” IT and making it more flexible, Virtualisation is a key technology that is
used. Three areas: Server Virtualization, Storage Virtualization, and Service Oriented
Architecture.

For each, Summit Strategies have found that you are at least twice as likely to have
successfully implemented these if you have already gone through an ITSM transformation. In
each area the move in ITSM is from inexperienced to experienced is rapidly accelerating.
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ITIL/SOA alignment challenges

• Psychological distance and structural barriers between the
IT operations and software-development teams.

• Independent ITIL and SOA initiatives are in danger of
encountering serious setbacks when they finally merge

• ITIL and SOA are both forcing cultural changes – much
more than technological changes – without which benefits
are in jeopardy (silo-agnostic)

• With ITILv3 it can be argued that there should be a clear
convergence of ITIL and SOA initiatives within adopting
organizations

ITIL and SOA are
complementary and

should be implemented
together – a symbiotic

relationship

Here is some of the learning from the many organisations that have either started, or are well
on the road to an SOA transformation.

The key to success is integrating and aligning your ITIL and SOA initiatives early. Make sure
that there is sufficient cross-representation of the IT operations staff and software developers
in both efforts. Establish a coordinating committee that ensures the overall goals and specific
procedural guidelines of the initiatives are tightly coupled. And build into your ITIL framework
and SOA an ongoing communications and reporting mechanism to encourage real
collaboration.
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Questions?
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Thank You

http://www.hp.com/go/soa


